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ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION OF THE USEFUL 
INFORMATIONAL ENERGY 
J. A. PARDO AND M.L. VICENTE 
We consider the Useful Informational Energy introduced by L. Pardo [5]. Our purpose 
is to study the asymptotic distribution of its analogue estimator, in a random and stratified 
sampling, as well as its application to testing hypotheses. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a population with At individuals which can be classified into M classes or 
categories, x\,..., XM, according to a certain process X. We denote by X the set of 
all categories or classes, i.e. 
X = {xu...,xM} 
and let 
AM = IP = (PI,---,PM) / J T p . = 1, p. >0 , i = l , . . . , i t f l 
be the set of all probability distributions over X. The informational energy of X is 
given by 
M 
<?) = Y,Pi 0) 
i = i 
for all P 6 AA/ . This measure was introduced on Information Theory by Onicescu 
[3], by analogy to kinetic energy in the classical mechanics. Some interesting appli-
cations and properties of the Information Energy can be seen in L. Pardo ([5,6,7,8] 
and [9]), L. Pardo et al. [10], Perez [11], Theodorescu [15] and Vajda [16]. Vajda 
[16] and Theodorescu [15] present axiomatics treatment of the expression (1). 
The measure (1) depends only on the probabilities of the events and does not 
take into account the effectiveness of the events under consideration. In order to 
distinguish the elements X\,...,XM of X in according to their importance with 
respect to a given qualitative characteristic of the system, we shall ascribe to each 
outcome Xk a non-negative number u/. > 0 directly proportional to its importance. 
We call Uk the utility or weight of the element Xk- It should be pointed out that 
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the term utility is not necessarily intended in this paper according to the classical 
sense (that is, the quantification of the nature of outcomes is not necessarily defined 
according to the von Neumann-Morgenstern axiomatic system). 
In this context, Theodorescu [15] defined the following generalization of Onicesu's 
information energy 
M 
eU(P) = Y,UiV2i (2) 
»=i 
where 
U = ( « j , . . . , « A f ) . 







i = l 
and he analyzed some of its properties. Also, J. A. Pardo [4] gave an axiomatic 
characterization of this measure. 
In this paper, we obtain the asymptotic distribution of the analogue estimate 
of the expression (3) in a random and stratified sampling. The knowledge of this 
asymptotic distribution allows us to construct tests of hypotheses. We also analyze 
the important case when X has two elements. 
If all the weights are the same then the expression (3) becomes a particular case 
of various Schur concave entropies 
/ м 
Я(P) = * I 5>(л) 
where <f> is concave (convex) and <t increasing (decreasing). For example of the order 
2 entropy 
( M X>.? 
of Renyi [11]. nr til |uadratic entropy 
Я(P)=l-(f> ?) 
of Vajda [17]. For most of these entropies similar asymptotic results have been 
derived. 
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2. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION OF elf(P) IN A RANDOM SAMPLING 
Consider a sample of n members drawn at random with replacement from the pop-
ulation. If pi (i = 1 , . . . , M) denotes the relative frequencies of the class xt in the 
sample of size n, i = 1 , . . . , M, the analogue estimate for the useful informational 





1 = 1 
In this situation, the random vector (np\,.. .,IIPM) has a multinomial distribu-
tion with parameters ( n p i , . . . , npM). The following theorem establishes the asymp-
totic distribution of eU(P). 
T h e o r e m 1. If we consider the analogue estimate eU(P) obtained by replacing 
p.'s by the observed frequencies p,'s (i = 1 , . . . , M) then if <r2 > 0 
n* (eU(P)-eU(P)) -£g N(Q,<r2) 
where 
M / M 
with 
_ 2uiPiE[U] - Ui ( S _ _ uipf) 
u~ (EWW2 • 
Moreover, if <r2 is the estimate of cr2 obtained by replacing p,'s by p,'s, 
(n 1 ' 2 / <x2) (eU(P)-eU(P)) f-ffe !V(0,1). 
P r o o f . We define the function g : 1RM_1 —+ IR given by 




м-i / м-i \ 
E[U] = J^ xkuk + í 1 - ^ x t ) «Af • 
k=i V fc=i / 
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('onsider Taylor's expansion of g(x\,..., XM-I) at point P0 = ( p i , . . . , P M - I ) '
n a 
,ii ighbourhood of To = (pi, • • • , P M - I ) , which is given by 
9(Po) = 9(Po) + £ ( a g ( X l - . ; i C M - l ) ) (Pi - Pi) + ft 
i = l V 0Xi l(P.,..,PM-,) 
when Rn is the Lagrange rest. 
01..serve that 
<< h e r e 
then, 
where 
g(P0) = e ř/(P) and Í,(FO) = e/У(P) 
P = ( P b - . . , p м ) and P = ( p i , . . . , p м ) -
м 
eí/(P) = e.U(P) + £ í , ( p . - p.) + Д„ 
i=l 
2 г í , p i В Д - г . ť f e = 1 « ; p >
? ) 
«•, = — W ] ) 2 
Therefore, the random variables 
M 
eU(P)-eU(P) and £ t i ( p , - p , ) 
i = l 
converge in law to the name distribution because P n converges in probability to zero 
As 






T.= (pi(8ij -pj ) ) • = ; . . « 
M 
^ £ t i ( P i - P i ) .rfe AT(0,T'ET) 
i = l 
T = (*X>.. • . - * ) * • 
n i (eU(P) - e(7(P)) ^feiV(0,(T2) 
M ( M \ 2 
.2=T^T=X;PI,
2- K > . 
«=i \ , = i / 
The second part follows from (6a.2.7.) of Rao [12], pp. 387. • 
When Ui = u,i= \,...,M and p,- = \/M, i = 1 , . . . , M, o-
2 = 0. Also, if M = 2 
and we consider, for example, pi = 1/3 and P2 = 2/3 if «2 = 4«i it is verified that 
<x2 = 0. In this situations we have obtained the following result. 
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Theorem 2. If we consider the analogue estimate eU(P) obtained by replacing 
p,'s by the observed frequencies p,'s (i = 1 , . . . , M) then, if a2 = 0 
M 
n(eU(Þ)-eU(P)) - f e £ > X l , 
i=i 
where \\ are independent and /?,• are the eigenvalues of the matrix AH where 
A = 
( I u\ \ 
1 ( i . (uiU3(pi+Pj) UjUj J2T=1 ukp
2
k 
W]\\ • ^ j 
and 
Tl=(pi(8ij -p}))tai,....jjj • 
P r o o f . By considering Taylor's expansion of function <? given in Theorem 1, 
including the term corresponding to the second partial derivatives we get 
Pi - P i 
eU(P) = eU(P) + (p1-p1,...,pM-PM)A\ ... + R„ 
PM -PM 
i f f . I (ujU^pj+pj) UjUj J2"=i UkPk 
where 
A E[U) I I E[U] (E[U)Y 
\ \ UM J
 V ' '-V 
and Rn is the Lagrange rest. Therefore, the random variables 




converge in law to the same distribution because Rn converges in probability to zero. 
As, 
n>(pi-pi,...,pM-PM) - f e !V(0,E) 
we have (see Mardia et al. [2], pp. 68) 
M 
n(P-PyA(P-P) = n(eU(P)-eU(P)) - f e J > X ? . 
i = l 
where \\ are independent and /?,- are the eigenvalues of the matrix AT, with 
s = (p. (*.j -Pi)) ;=;.•-,M • n 
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Remark 1. 
a) If щ = u, i = 1,. . . , M, and pг- = 1/M, i = 1,. . . , M, the matrix 
ЛE = 
1 м м " ' м 
м 





b) If M = 2, we have that the eigenvalues of AT, are /?i = 0 and /?2 = vp\p2, where 
v = I r m 2 ~ ( 2 r P i ~ • s)ui ~ ( 2 r P2 ~ s)u\ + 2uiu 2 (r - s), t[U\ 
1 . _ E L i »__ 
r~(WJF s " WD3 ' 
Thus, 
-IL-(e(7(P)-e(7(P)) 
is distributed as a x-square distribution with one degree of freedom. 
The results obtained in Theorems 1 and 2 allow us to construct the following test 
of hypotheses 
a) Ho : ell(P) = eUo, i.e., the useful informational energy of a population equals 
to a specified value. Under Ho, we have to consider two situations according to the 
value of a2. If <r2 = 0, then we must use the statistic 
Tx=n (eU{P) - eř/o) • 
If Ho is true, then T\ will be small. Thus a large value of Ti indicates data less 
compatible with the null hypothesis, hence for large n, when T\ = t, one would 
reject Ho at a level a if 
p(f:&rf ><)<<* 
where the /?,'s, i = 1, . . . ,M, are given by Theorem 2, and the last probability 
can be computed using the methods given by Kotz et al. [1]. Rao and Scott [*13] 
suggest to consider the aproximate distribution of E»=i P*Xi which is given by /? XM> 
where /? = E . = i M- l n this c a s e w e c a n easily compute the value of /?, since 
Ei=i ^ = tr(^4E). 
If we have a Bernoulli population of parameter p unknown, p is the analogue 
estimate of p, u\ denotes the weight of the result with probability p and u2 the weight 
for the other result, we can use the part 2 of the remark 1 to test HQ : p = po- In 
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this case one must reject the null hyphothesis at a level o, if the following relation 
is satisfied 
-^-(eU(P)-eU(P))>xla. vp\p2 V J 
If <r2 > 0, we can use the statistic 
= n^jeUjP) - eU0) 
& 
which has approximately a standard normal distribution for sufficiently large n, 
where a is the estimate of a obtained by replacing p's by pjs. Intuitively, one would 
rejet H0 at a level a if \Z\\ > za/2, where za is the quantile of order 1 — a for the 
standard normal distribution. 
b) Ho : eU(P\) = eU(P2), i- e., the useful informational energy of two independent 
populations is the same. In this situation, if <r,- is positive (i = 1,2), the statistics 




(n2ã\ + щô-2)з 
which has approximately a standard normal distribution for sufficiently large n, 
where subscript i has been used to denote population i and n,- denotes the sample 
size in population i, (i = 1,2). 
c) Ho : eU(P\) = . . . . = eU(Ps), i.e., the useful informational energy of s 
independent populations coincides. If <r,- (i = 1,. . . , s) > 0 and we have a sample of 
size n, from the ith population, we must consider the statistic 
A (eU(Pt)-ef 
G = L"< y?  
where 
e= Tun 
which, under Ho, has approximately a ^-square distribution with s — 1 degrees of 
freedom. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION OF *eU(P) IN A STRATIFIED SAM­
PLING 
Now we suppose that the population with At individuals can be divided into r non-
overlapping subpopulations, called strata, as homogeneous as possible with respect 
t o X . 
Let Nk be the number of individuals into the Mh stratum, pik the probability 
that a randomly selected number belongs to the fcth stratum and to the class a:., p.. 
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the probability that a randomly selected number in the whole population belongs to 
the class ae,, and pj, the probability into the Mh stratum, then one obtains 
r Mr 
^Nk = N, E E Pik = i, 
k=\ i=\k=\ 
r M 
Pi. = £ Pik, Pk = Y.Pik 
k=\ i=\ 
and we denote by Wk the relative size of the fcth stratum, i.e., Wk = Nk / N = p.k-
Finally let w, be the utility of the class Xi. 
In order to obtain an estimate for the Useful Informational Energy in the pop-
ulation, we shall draw at random a stratified sample of size n, independently from 
diferent strata. Assume that the sample is chosen by a specified allocation Wk, k = 
1 , . . . , r, so that a sample of size n* is drawn at random from the &th stratum, where 
Wk = nk/n. If pik denotes the relative frequency, in the size n sample, of the value 
Xi into the fcth stratum, and we denote by 
. ^Wk . 
Pi. = y,—P^, 




6 (Wi. Wx,. 
P = — P n , . . . , — P M U -
\wx WÍ 
wr,. wr, P l r , - • •, — p м , 
wr wr 
z>lЩ = t(±^.)', 
The following theorem establishes the asymptotic behavior of *eU(P). 
Theorem 3. If we consider the estimate *el/(P) obtained by replacing Pi.'s by 
pVs (i = 1, ..,M) then if V 2 > 0 
where 
n* (*eř7(P) - *eU(P)) sfe JV(0,V) 
v! = 11 ^f-(n*,fO)' - ±;'; (t«n«..»)) 
i=\k =1 * k=\ k \i=\ / 
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with 
2« i P i EP[U] - Ui fe", «,P,
?) 
«-•»•>- nm? -• 
Moreover, if * a2 is the estimate of V 2 obtained by replacing p..'s by p\ ' s , 
( n J / *&2\ (*eU (P ) -*eU (P ) ) - £ • JV(0,1). 
, P r o o f . Consider Taylor's expansion of function g : IR^M-1-)r —* 1R given by 
s(" * < M - , V ) = ^ ! ( ! > " ) " ' ^ ( ' " K s 1 " ) ) 
where 
w - £ (E^) «*+(-- £ (l>-))u-
at point P0 = ( ( ^ " P i i , • • •, ^"P(M-i)i , • • •, ^ f Pir, • • •, ^fP(M-i)r) in a neighbour-
hood Of P0 = (p i l , - . . ,P (M- l ) l , - - ,P l r , - - - ,P (M- l ) r ) , 
g(Po) = s(Po)+ 2_ 2_ A — — 1 ^rp,'fc ~ Pt'fc + i ? " 








g(Þ0) = *eU(P) and g(P0) = *eU(P) 
Wi . Wi „ Wtr . l'Vr . 
— P n , • • •, — P M l , • • •, — P l r , • ••, —PM, 
W\ W\ wr wr 
P = ( P l l , - - , P M l , - . , P l r , . . , P M r ) . 
M 
'eU(P) = *eU(P) + _ T r ( « i ) P i . ) (p.. - pi.) + Rn 
»=i 
2« i P i .£ ;p[U ] -« i (_:;_, U ip?) 
r ( u i , P i ) = (EPW "~-
Therefore, the random variables 
м 
îU(Þ)-elҢP) and Г г f w i . p , )(pг - P i ) 
where 
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converge in law to the same distribution because Rn converges in probability to zero. 
On the other hand, since the random vectors 
__!,...,____), fc=1,...,r 
wk wk J 
are independent and follow a multinomial distribution of parameters 
t .P\k PMk\ . _ . 
{nk'm'~"w>)' k-l'---'r 
respectively, applying the M-dimensional Central Limit Theorem, we obtain that 
» K w - t ^f-w)»-few(0's(t))- *-' " 
- M s (*-&))„_• 
As n = nk/wk we have 
M ( T W2 
^ _ _ T ( « , ) P , - . ) ( p . . - p , - . ) s f e IV 0 , £ - i f . ] ( i ) T 
i=l \ t = l * 
with 
r=(T(_ 1 ) pi . ) ) . . . ,T (_Af ) PAf . ) ) ' . 
Therefore, 
ni[*eU(P)-*eU(P)) ^ ^ ( 0 , V 2 ) 
where 
r I / r / 2 Al* r . . . r , / M \
2 
v__5-rE,*,T-__ffiwm*».)J*-E, E » * * ) -
*=i * i=i fe=i * t = i * \ i = i / 
The second part follows from (6a.2.7.) of Rao [12], pp. 387. D 
Remark 2 . 
1) In the stratified random sampling the asymptotic, variance *<r2 is minimized for 
a fixed total size of sample n, if 
-_ = --* 5 ( i - l , . . . , r ) 
E__W 
where 
M / M 
i=l \ i = l 
a , = ^ _ ,y t p_ (T(Wi,p,-.))
2 - . _^f t*T(«í , f t . ) (k = 1, . . . , r ) 
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furthermore, the minimun asymptotic variance is given by 
v°p<= (І>-
U = l 
2) If wo consider a random variable taking on the values 
# • * = l . - . » -
vv k 
with probabilities Wk respectively, applying .Jensen's inequality to the function 
<p(x) = x2, we obtain 
\ * = j / t = i * 
where V 2 denote the asymptotic variance in the stratified random sampling with 
J 
proportional allocation and the equality holds if and only if r = 1 or jjjf- does not 
depend on k(k = 1.. . . , r). 
3) If we consider a random variable taking on the values 
M . 
£ = p - P . * T ( « . , P . . ) , fc=l,...,r 
with probabilities Wk respectively, applying Jensen's inequality to the function 
<p(x) = x1 , we obtain 
and the equality holds if and only if r = 1 or 
M 
does not depend on k (k = 1, .. ., r) 
Ewrp*-r(«'.« 
Theorem 4. If we consider the estimate *e.U(P) obtained by replacing p,-.'s by 
p.js (t = 1,..,M) then, if V 2 = 0 
M 
n(*eU(P)-*eU(P)) ;-fe J > X?, 
i = l 
where x\ are independent and fa are the eigenvalues of the matrix AT, where 
1 | | . | UjUjfa.+pj.) fujUj YJLj UkPJ Á E[U] I - E[U] \ (E[U]f 
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id 
- t ^ ) -*- ^)=fe(^t));:!;:::;j; 
P r o o f . In a similar way to Theorem 2, we can establish that the random variables 
P i . - P i . \ 
*eU(P)-*eU(P) and (pi. - Pi., • • • ,PM. ~ PM.) A 
PM. - PM. 
where 
A_J_((
Ul . ) (wi(.Pi.+Pi.) ^iTL____l 
A~ E[U] I I '' u I I
 £t(/] ™ ) 2 
converge in law to the same distribution. 
We now that 
»*(PI.-PI.,...,PM.-PM.) -fe N(o,jr~l_(k) 
\ k=i k 
hence (see Mardia et al. [2], pp. 68) 
/ P i . - P i . \ M 
"(Pi. -Pi.,..-,PM. -PM.)A I ••• j ^ ZJA'X? 
\ PM. ~PM. ) '=i 
where /?,- 's are the eigenvalues of the matrix AY, with 
--££-<*>• 
*=i * n 
Remark 3 . The results obtained in Theorems 3 and 4 can be used in a similar 
form as Theorems 1 and 2 for testing some hypotheses. 
(Received July 31, 1992.) 
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